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ABSTRACT The Digital Twin concept promises numerous applications across industries and its physical
twin’s entire life cycle. Although numerous architectures have been proposed to develop and describe
the setup of Digital Twin applications, current Digital Twin architectures do not address the versatile
cross-industry character of the Digital Twin concept, its safety, security, and privacy aspects, and are
often use case-specific and inflexible. We propose a three-dimensional Digital Twin reference architecture
model for application across industries, considering functionality, dependability, and life cycle aspects.
Our model provides practitioners a common platform to develop and discuss Digital Twin applications of
different complexities and dependability aspects along varying life cycles and independent of the industry.
Its applicability is validated and showcased by examples from the fields of mechatronic products, healthcare,
construction, transportation, astronautics, and the energy sector. We compare our reference architecture
model to existing architectures, discuss its advantages and limitations, and position themodel within previous
literature.

13 INDEX TERMS Applications, cross-industry, digital twins, framework, planning, visualization.

I. INTRODUCTION14

As part of the digitalization trend, the Digital Twin concept15

is seeing rising interest in academia and industry [1], with16

Grand View Research expecting a market worth of USD17

155.84 Billion in 2030 [2]. The three-part Digital Twin con-18

cept was informally introduced by Grieves (see Figure 1),19

while the enabling technologies only made it technically20

feasible in the last decade [3]. Digital Twin can be defined21

as a cross-industry concept containing a physical entity and22

its digital representation, which evolves with its physical23

twin in real-time and provides additional value [4]. Digi-24

tal Twin research can be found in Manufacturing, Aviation,25

The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and

approving it for publication was Giovanni Merlino .

FIGURE 1. Illustration from Newrzella et al. [4]. The Digital Twin concept
based on Grieves [12].

Healthcare, Construction, Oil and Gas Industry, Transporta- 26

tion [5], [6], [7], and many more. In the case of products, 27

Digital Twin research can be found along the entire product 28
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life cycle [8], [9], with use cases such as optimization of29

process performance and prediction of potential disruptions.30

In healthcare, human Digital Twin research exists along path-31

ways in domains such as fitness [10] and disease diagnosis32

and treatment [11], with use cases such as personalized health33

diagnosis and fitness recommendations.34

With this cross-industry dissemination and growth of the35

Digital Twin concept arise challenges. Confusing terminolo-36

gies [4], unclear development strategies [13], and a variety37

of different architectures confuse developers and users and38

hamper the potential of the Digital Twin concept. This article39

proposes a cross-industry Digital Twin reference architec-40

ture model that aims to consolidate the variety of Digital41

Twin architectures under three dimensions: Functionality,42

dependability, and life cycle. Research has shown functional43

elements’ dominant and important role in Digital Twin archi-44

tectures. Dependability aspects gain more and more impor-45

tance with Digital Twins becoming further integrated into our46

lives, becoming more complex, and more reliant on computa-47

tional intelligence than human decision-making [14]. There-48

fore, we see designing dependable, reliable, safe, and secure49

Digital Twins as essential to the concept’s success. Finally,50

a broad life cycle application of the Digital Twin concept51

is often promoted [8], [9], [15], [16], with such applications52

tending to drive the most support and value [17].53

We see the establishment of a practical reference architec-54

ture model that addresses the functional, dependability, and55

life cycle aspects of Digital Twin applications as a key to56

the success of the Digital Twin concept across industries.57

Numerous Digital Twin architectures exist, but none pro-58

vides a cross-industry reference architecture model with flex-59

ible functionality, dependability, and life cycle dimensions.60

We propose a Digital Twin reference architecture model with61

these dimensions to address this need. The reference archi-62

tecture model’s independent dimensions enable developers to63

design and visualize Digital Twin applications of different64

complexities and industries. This approach allows a struc-65

tured development and easy comparison of a wide range of66

Digital Twin applications and their architectures.67

In this article, existing Digital Twin and related68

architectures are analyzed, and their relation to functional,69

dependability, and life cycle aspects is showcased. From70

this analysis, we derive our three-dimensional Digital Twin71

reference architecture model, which is validated on examples72

from the fields of mechatronic products, healthcare, con-73

struction, transportation, astronautics, and the energy sector.74

Concluding, we discuss our reference architecture model, its75

relation to other architectures, its limitations, and potential76

next steps.77

II. RELATED WORK78

Since early in Digital Twin research, Digital Twin architec-79

tures have been proposed with different focuses, application80

fields, and levels of detail. This section analyzes Digital81

Twin architectures proposed in 2021 and earlier and describes82

their shortcomings. The short descriptions of the architectures83

showcase the differences between the architectures, while the 84

overview tables demonstrate commonalities. The overview 85

tables mention the application or purpose of each architecture 86

and place the architectures’ functional elements in relation to 87

underlying functionalities (Table 1 and Table 2) and depend- 88

ability aspects (Table 3). The differences in architectures 89

justify the need for a reference architecture model, while the 90

commonalities demonstrated in the overview tables justify 91

two of the dimensions considered in this article’s model. 92

Grieves first proposed the general idea of a Digital 93

Twin [18] and further described it later in his White 94

Paper [12]. The fundamental structure consists of the physical 95

product, the virtual product, and the connections of data 96

and information that connect both (see Figure 1). He also 97

refers to the connection part as a unified repository. Grieves 98

illustrates his idea of a closely linked physical and virtual 99

factory for quicker and more intuitive design and execution 100

comparison of manufactured products. Grieves describes the 101

core elements of the Digital Twin concept upon which later 102

architectures are built. His work has not defined further func- 103

tional, dependability, and life cycle aspects. 104

Tao et al. [19] propose a four-component Digital Twin 105

shop-floor architecture comprising a physical shop-floor, 106

a virtual shop-floor, a shop-floor service system, and the 107

shop-floor Digital Twin data tying all dimensions together. 108

The physical shop floor includes humans and machines. The 109

virtual shop-floor dimension consists of geometry-, physics-, 110

behavior-, and rule-based models of its physical counterpart 111

and evolves with its physical counterpart through the data 112

connection between the two. The shop-floor service system 113

contains services for specific demands from the physical 114

and virtual shop floor. These services comprise sub-services 115

in the form of computer-aided tools, Enterprise Information 116

Systems, models and algorithms, etc. The shop-floor Digital 117

Twin data is the center element of the model connecting the 118

other three components and enabling interaction and iterative 119

optimization. The data is integrated, resulting in no distinct 120

data storage entity. While Tao et al. mention dependability 121

and life cycle applications, they are not distinctively consid- 122

ered in the architecture. 123

Josifovska et al. [20] analyzed existing Digital Twin lit- 124

erature to identify four main building blocks for their Dig- 125

ital Twin framework, which they propose for application 126

in Cyber-Physical Systems. The framework consists of the 127

physical entity platform, which incorporates the physical 128

entity (objects and humans) and physical nodes (sensors, 129

actuators, user interfaces), the data management platform, 130

which is responsible for data acquisition, management, and 131

storage, the virtual entity platform, which hosts various Dig- 132

ital Twin models (geometric, physical, behavioral, rule, pro- 133

cess), and the service platform, which handles the goals of the 134

Digital Twin. Dependability and life cycle aspects cannot be 135

found in the framework. 136

Lutze [21] focuses on Digital Twins in eHealth and divides 137

his proposed architecture into four general Digital Twin con- 138

stituents and three different manifestations of Digital Twins. 139
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The constituents are a unique identifier of the twin, a causal140

network that maps symptoms to conclusions, a structured141

description containing inherent characteristics and states of142

the physical entity, and a utilization context for linking twin143

manifestations. Lutze’s three manifestations of Digital Twins144

are called Personal Digital Twin, System Digital Twin, and145

Group Digital Twin. Personal Digital Twins represent indi-146

vidual persons with their personal, behavioral, and clinic147

data, symptoms, and conclusions. Numerous Personal Digital148

Twins are used to train an artificial intelligence software149

system called System Digital Twin, which provides diagnos-150

tic recommendations for a group of individuals with similar151

characteristics and states. Such a group of similar Personal152

Digital Twins is represented by depersonalized Group Digital153

Twins, which serve as characteristics check for new Per-154

sonal Digital Twins and which System Digital Twins they155

can be applied to for diagnostic recommendations. Lutze’s156

architecture aims to enable eHealth Digital Twins compli-157

ance with the EU General Data Protection Regulation. This158

proposal includes functional elements and data privacy-based159

dependability levels. However, life cycle aspects are not160

considered.161

Autiosalo et al. [22] analyze existing Digital Twin publi-162

cations and derive ten distinguishable features in a Digital163

Twin that they propose allocating in a star structure around164

the data link feature. The features are the data link, coupling,165

identifier, security, data storage, user interface, simulation,166

analysis, artificial intelligence, and computation. The data167

link is the center element of the architecture, connects digital168

things to each other, and acts as the hub for all physical169

twin information. The coupling feature is a two-way interface170

connecting the physical entity to its Digital Twin. At the171

same time, the identifier uniquely identifies a Digital Twin172

in the physical and digital world. Security must be embedded173

in the entire Digital Twin architecture to fulfill the specific174

use case’s needs. Data storage can be located locally and175

globally and stores all the Digital Twin’s data, and the user176

interface lets users interact with the Digital Twin. Simula-177

tion provides the Digital Twin with dynamic, steady, visual,178

graphical, or numerical approximations of its physical twin’s179

behavior. An analysis uses these simulations and the phys-180

ical twin data to generate recommendations for the Digital181

Twin for decision making. A Digital Twin with an artificial182

intelligence feature is able to make autonomous decisions.183

Computation is required across the entire Digital Twin and184

is an essential feature. The framework of Autiosalo et al.185

mentions ten interconnected functional elements of a Digital186

Twin but does not provide dependability and life cycle aspects187

for developing Digital Twin applications.188

In 2019, IBM proposed a Digital Twin reference architec-189

ture for products across the entire product life cycle [23].190

It consists of seven layers of information management and191

manipulation and three columns that ensure secure, suitably192

governed and coupled Digital Twin operation. The seven lay-193

ers consist of IoT (Internet of Things) Stack, Data, Systems194

of Record, Simulation Modelling, Analytics and Artificial195

Intelligence (AI), Visualization, and Process management. 196

The authors mention that Digital Twins integrate into existing 197

enterprise applications which can be allocated to the seven 198

functional layers. Dependability and life cycle aspects are not 199

considered in IBM’s reference architecture. 200

Borangiu et al. [24] applied the new four-layer ARTI 201

reference architecture to the production process of radio- 202

pharmaceuticals to enable collective and predictive situation 203

awareness and bring software control and real process closer 204

together. The data acquisition and transmission layer acquires 205

and pre-processes process data. The process models layer 206

represents and emulates individual processes, which the data 207

analysis layer uses together with device data to predict equip- 208

ment status, product characteristics, and process parameters 209

and detect anomalies. The decision-making layer applies 210

these insights to operate the supervised production control. 211

While functional elements are represented, the architecture 212

does not include dependability and life cycle aspects. 213

Răileanu et al. [25] apply their four-layer Digital Twin 214

control architecture to a shop floor transportation system 215

embedded in the globalmanufacturing scheduling and control 216

system. The data collection and edge processing layer creates 217

information from the data of the physical entity, forwards it to 218

the data transmission layer, and executes orders received from 219

the upper layers. The data transmission layer communicates 220

with the two upper layers in the cloud. The data update and 221

aggregation layer contains, for example, database storage, 222

CADmodels, and transportation graphs. At the same time, the 223

analysis and decision-making layer makes decisions based 224

on AI techniques to send the decisions back down through 225

the layers for execution. Răileanu et al.’s architecture links 226

functional and dependability aspects by placing the data 227

update and aggregation and the analysis and decision-making 228

layer in the cloud. Therefore, the architecture only applies 229

to the mentioned application and restricts local Digital Twin 230

applications from being represented. Furthermore, a life cycle 231

aspect is not considered. 232

Redelinghuys et al. [26] propose a six-layer digital 233

twin architecture for various applications, highlighting the 234

exchange of data and information between the physical twin 235

and remote simulation or emulation. The architecture consists 236

of sensor and local controller/data acquisition layers, a local 237

data repositories layer, an IoT Gateway layer, a cloud-based 238

information repositories layer, and an emulation and simu- 239

lation layer. Users interface with the Digital Twin through 240

the emulation and simulation layer, whereas the IoT Gateway 241

layer also provides a GUI. The architectural elements can 242

be divided into three dependability levels, local, edge, and 243

cloud. This allocation shows the fusion of functional and 244

dependability aspects, highlighted by data storage located on 245

both the local and cloud levels. Digital Twin implementations 246

across life cycles are difficult to visualize. 247

Zheng et al. [27] propose a generic system architecture 248

for Digital Twin establishment consisting of four layers, the 249

physical layer, the data extraction and consolidation layer, the 250

cyberspace layer, and the interaction layer. The physical layer 251
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contains the physical system, its environment, and its data252

outputs and sensors. The data extraction and consolidation253

layer processes the data from the physical layer and passes254

it on to the cyber layer. The cyberspace layer establishes255

the Digital Twin by containing models of the physical entity256

and provides universal access to the physical entity by being257

located in the cloud. The interaction layer allows users to258

interact with the physical entity through the Digital Twin in259

the cloud. Zheng et al.’s architecture combines functional260

and dependability aspects while not considering life cycle261

aspects. Digital Twin applications cannot be represented at262

different dependability levels and across life cycle stages.263

Abburu et al. [28] propose three different capability ver-264

sions of Digital Twins: Digital Twin, Hybrid Digital Twin,265

and Cognitive Digital Twin. These three layers are based on266

isolated models, then interconnect the models and extend267

them with expert and problem-solving knowledge. The268

autonomous Cognitive Digital Twin consists of five main269

layers, adapters, and a broker for data acquisition from the270

physical entities. The data ingestion and preparation layer271

pre-processes and stores data for further usage. The model272

management layer ensures efficient storage and access to273

models called by different services from the service manage-274

ment layer. The service management layer resolves domain275

problems by orchestrating services. The user interaction layer276

supports a user in exploring the Cognitive Digital Twin and277

its characteristics. The twin management layer ensures the278

interconnection of the physical entity and its digital repre-279

sentation. Abburu et al.’s architecture provides functional280

elements but does not include dependability and life cycle281

aspects.282

The International Organization for Standardization (ISO)283

issued an international standard draft in 2020 to propose a284

Digital Twin framework for manufacturing to support the cre-285

ation of Digital Twins in manufacturing [29]. Part 2 explains286

the reference architecture consisting of four entities, the data287

collection and device control entity, the core entity, the user288

entity, and the cross-system entity. The observable manufac-289

turing elements are outside the Digital Twin framework but290

are mentioned to facilitate understanding of the framework.291

The data collection and device control entity monitors and292

collects data from the physical devices and controls and293

actuates these. The core entity handles the overall operation294

and management of the manufacturing Digital Twin, hosts295

applications and services such as analysis and simulation,296

and guarantees interoperability with other entities. The user297

entity provides interfaces for any entity that utilizes the298

Digital Twin for manufacturing, such as humans, devices,299

enterprise resource planning (ERP) systems/manufacturing300

execution system (MES), and other core entities. The301

cross-system entity is allocated across entities and provides302

common functionalities such as data assurance, data transla-303

tion, and security support. The ISO/DIS 23247-2 elaborates304

various functional elements but planning the dependabil-305

ity and life cycle aspects of Digital Twin applications is306

difficult.307

Steindl et al. [30] criticize the often application-specific 308

Digital Twin solutions without general architectural concepts 309

and propose a generic Digital Twin architecture that can be 310

applied technology-independent. From an overview of con- 311

cepts, architectures, and frameworks for Digital Twins, they 312

derive a generic 6-layer architecture. The asset layer con- 313

tains the physical entity, whereas the integration layer makes 314

run-time and engineering data available. The communication 315

layer ensures the correct data transfer protocols to the infor- 316

mation layer, which pre-processes and stores the data. The 317

functional layer provides simulation, monitoring, diagnos- 318

tics, prediction, control, and reconfiguration services. Those 319

services are equipped with an appropriate human-machine 320

interface to engage with humans. The business layer hosts 321

the business logic that defines the Digital Twin’s overall 322

objectives. Steindl et al.’s architecture describes functional 323

elements and targets the ‘‘instance-phase’’ in the life cycle 324

dimension of the RAMI4.0. Therefore, an application across 325

all life cycle stages is difficult, and dependability aspects 326

cannot be explicitly planned. 327

Aheleroff et al. [31] divide their Digital Twin reference 328

architecturemodel into three dimensions, Digital Twin layers, 329

value life cycle steps, and level of integration. This division 330

aims to facilitate the understanding of complex interrelations 331

by breaking them into smaller and simpler clusters. The 332

dimension of the Digital Twin layers consists of the physical 333

layer, the communication layer, the digital layer, the cyber 334

layer, and the application layer. The physical layer contains 335

the physical assets, sensors, and actuators. The communica- 336

tion layer handles inter-layer communication, and the digital 337

layer incorporates static data locally, such as CAD files. The 338

cyber layer includes cloud processing, storage, simulation, 339

and modeling. The application layer makes the outcomes 340

available through user interfaces. The dimension of the value 341

life cycle mentions the iterative, incremental value life cycle. 342

The dimension of the level of integration contains the three 343

types of data flow of Kritzinger et al. [32] and the Digital 344

Twin predictive as a cloud-enabled Digital Twin using Big 345

Data and Machine Learning. Aheleroff et al.’s architecture 346

merges functional and dependability aspects in their Digital 347

Twin layers and involves dependability aspects in their level 348

of integration. This merging restricts the model from being 349

applied to Digital Twin applications with different depend- 350

ability characteristics on these layers and levels. 351

Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS) are physical systems con- 352

nected to communication and computation entities over 353

the internet [33], [34]. Digital Twins enable CPSs to self- 354

configure, self-adjust, and self-optimize [20], and both con- 355

cepts are often mentioned together. Lee et al.’s [35] 5-layer 356

architecture for CPS in Industry 4.0-based manufacturing 357

systems is often referred to in Digital Twin architectures [25], 358

[26], [27], [30], [36]. The architecture often referred to as 359

5C architecture consists of five ‘‘C’’ levels, the smart con- 360

nection level, the data-to-information conversion level, the 361

cyber level, the cognition level, and the configuration level. 362

Each level enables different functions based on its complexity 363
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and connectivity. The smart connection level acquires accu-364

rate and reliable data from the physical entity. The data-365

to-information conversion level brings self-awareness to the366

machines by calculating condition values, remaining life-367

time, etc. The cyber level connects all machines to a cen-368

tral information hub to compare performances and predict369

future behavior. The cognition level visualizes individual and370

comparative information to prioritize the optimization tasks.371

The resulting corrective and preventive decisions are returned372

from cyber space to physical space at the configuration level.373

The 5C architecture is built around types of use cases enabled374

by functional elements and connectivity capabilities on each375

level. The architecture merges use-cases with functional and376

dependability aspects by assigning the connection and con-377

version level to the machine and the cyber, cognition, and378

configuration level to the factory layer. Alternative alloca-379

tions of functional elements on different levels can therefore380

not be represented. Furthermore, the architecture does not381

consider cross-life cycle applications.382

The term ‘‘Industry 4.0’’ stands for the fourth industrial383

revolution, where humans, objects, and systems are inter-384

connected to achieve real-time analysis and optimization.385

The Digital Twin is seen as a key concept for Industry 4.0386

[37], [38], and Digital Twin applications are often found387

in manufacturing as part of Industry 4.0 [19], [26], [30],388

[31], [38]. In 2015 the joint project ‘‘Plattform Industrie389

4.0’’ consisting of associations and companies developed the390

Reference Architecture Model Industry 4.0 (RAMI4.0) [39].391

The model aims to satisfy the need for a unified refer-392

ence architecture model to discuss interdependencies and393

details of Industry 4.0 matters, particularly standards and394

norms. This reference architecture model is often referred395

to in Digital Twin architectures [30], [31] and is also con-396

sidered in this article’s Digital Twin reference architecture397

model. RAMI4.0 consists of three dimensions: Layers for398

representing different information views, life cycle & value399

stream for dividing matters into different life cycle stages,400

and hierarchy levels for assigning functional models to spe-401

cific levels. View layers range from asset, integration, and402

communication to information, functional, and business. Life403

cycle & value stream stages are divided into type (general404

product development information) and instance (unique man-405

ufactured product) and show development/production and406

maintenance/usage stages. The hierarchy levels range from407

product, field device, control device, and station to work408

centers, enterprise, and connected world. RAMI4.0 provides409

functional elements, hierarchy levels which can be seen as410

a type of dependability classification, and life cycle aspects.411

We see these dimensions as equally important for Digi-412

tal Twins and utilize them to visualize networks of Digital413

Twin elements and their interplay across these dimensions.414

While RAMI4.0 uses these dimensions to classify Industry415

4.0 norms and standards, the proposed reference architecture416

model uses these dimensions to visualize entire Digital Twin417

architectures.418

The analyzed Digital Twin architectures focus on func- 419

tional elements, sometimes combined with dependability 420

aspects. Life cycle applications are mostly only mentioned 421

without the aspect being explicitly integrated into an archi- 422

tecture for the life cycle planning of an application. This 423

lack of flexibility prevents the application of different kinds 424

of Digital Twin use cases across industries, as they can be 425

applied across the entire life cycle of its entity and at different 426

levels of dependability. We present a Digital Twin refer- 427

ence architecture model that addresses this research gap. The 428

model independently considers functionality, dependability, 429

and life cycle aspects in its design, enabling a broad range of 430

applications to be designed and visualized. 431

III. REFERENCE ARCHITECTURE MODEL 432

We see the need to develop a uniform architecture model as 433

a reference based on which interrelationships and details of 434

Digital Twin applications can be discussed. We propose the 435

Innovation Think Tank Digital Twin Reference Architecture 436

Model, which contains the essential aspects of a Digital 437

Twin. Figure 2 shows a schematic overview of our Digi- 438

tal Twin reference architecture model. A three-dimensional 439

model can best represent the Digital Twin space. The model 440

is inspired by RAMI4.0. It was adapted based on the Dig- 441

ital Twin requirements. The vertical axis describes possible 442

functional elements that can be used to implement a Digital 443

Twin application. The depth axis divides the Digital Twin 444

components into application-specific dependability levels for 445

better safety, security, and privacy planning. The horizontal 446

axis represents the life cycle aspect of a Digital Twin, where 447

Digital Twin components and their interrelationships can be 448

mapped along the life cycle of the physical entity. Thus, the 449

special characteristics of the reference architecture model are 450

the combination of functionality, dependability, and life cycle 451

aspects. These aspects provide a high degree of flexibility 452

for describing Digital Twin applications. The approach also 453

allows the encapsulation of dependability cages, as proposed 454

by Aniculaesei et al. for autonomous systems [40]. Com- 455

pared to most other Digital Twin architectures, this article’s 456

reference architecture model provides a sufficient level of 457

abstraction rather than a concrete architecture to enable the 458

development and description of Digital Twin applications of 459

different complexity and from different industries. The refer- 460

ence architecturemodel defines a basic structure and themain 461

dimensions and components for Digital Twin applications 462

without confining it to specific technologies. Thus, the pre- 463

requisites are created to describe and realize highly flexible 464

Digital Twin architectures through the reference architecture 465

model proposed in this article. 466

The model allows the step-by-step development from sim- 467

ple to complex Digital Twins and the definition of appli- 468

cations with distinct specifications and requirements. For 469

realizing a Digital Twin application based on this reference 470

architecture model, functional elements with different com- 471

plexities can be allocated at different dependability levels at 472
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FIGURE 2. Schematic of the Innovation Think Tank Digital Twin reference architecture model.

different life cycle stages. The interrelationships and com-473

munication between the functional elements further define474

the Digital Twin applications in the proposed model. This475

approach means that specific technologies are defined by476

the functional elements, depending on the application. These477

elements can be allocated at different dependability levels,478

only adapting their communication and security setups to479

account for different dependability requirements, for exam-480

ple. The allocation of the functional elements at different life481

cycle stages does not require additional technologies either.482

The functional elements and their technologies might, for483

example, communicate with different functional elements484

depending on their life cycle stage. The three dimensions485

are described in more detail further below, while specific486

application examples are given in the validation case study487

section.488

A. FUNCTIONAL DIMENSION489

The vertical axis in Figure 2 displays the functional dimen-490

sion, which consists of functional elements. These elements491

provide logical groupings of functionalities and tasks which a492

Digital Twin application can use. This element-based design493

helps break down complex applications into building blocks494

of specific functionality. This division bears advantages such495

as reuse of solutions, reconfigurability, modular analysis and496

validation, and controllability [41]. Elements can be omitted,497

used multiple times in different orders, and interact with each498

other in various ways. The displayed order of the functional499

elements in the proposed reference architecture seems com-500

mon across numerous analyzed architectures (Table 1 and501

Table 2). Still, the number of used elements, their capabilities,502

and interactions are application-specific. The analysis further 503

identified six ubiquitous functional elements with distinct 504

sets of tasks, inspired by Schoueri [42]. The physical entity 505

is the basis for any Digital Twin application and builds the 506

functional dimension’s basis. The integration element con- 507

sists of data sources that record and transfer data from and 508

around the physical entity. Low-level pre-processing can also 509

be executed within the integration element. The data man- 510

agement and information element further pre-processes the 511

data, creates information out of it by putting the different data 512

sources in context, and stores the data in a format convenient 513

for further analyses. The modeling and simulation element 514

combines data to digitally represent the physical entity in 515

time and space and simulate potential future scenarios. The 516

decision and user interfacing element orchestrates goals and 517

priorities of the Digital Twin with the user having access in, 518

for example, either read or write mode. The communication 519

element is not considered a distinct element in the reference 520

architecture model as its functionality is spread across the 521

other elements. Communication between the elements and 522

outside entities can be visualized through different kinds of 523

arrows and their annotations between the involved parties. 524

B. DEPENDABILITY DIMENSION 525

The depth axis in Figure 2 represents the dependability 526

dimension. ‘‘Dependability’’ can be defined as ‘‘The qual- 527

ity of being trustworthy and reliable.’’ [43]. In autonomy, 528

‘‘dependability’’ is often used when referring to safety, secu- 529

rity, and privacy issues as a whole [40]. The same defi- 530

nition is used in this article. Dependability aspects can be 531

quite versatile and depend on the application. For example, 532
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in autonomous systems, a Digital Twin in a safety-critical533

application requires very low latency to provide the safety534

level required. A human Digital Twin handling personal data535

requires different levels of data privacy depending on the536

anonymization of the data. A Digital Twin with access to537

critical information and actions requires different security538

levels depending on the application. The analysis of CPS539

and Digital Twin architectures identified different levels of540

dependability. In manufacturing, common dependability lev-541

els are local, edge, cloud, and cloud interaction or machine542

and factory level. Human Digital Twin dependability lev-543

els can be categorized into personal, pseudonymized, and544

anonymized data. We separate the dependability dimension545

from the functional dimension. This separation allows the546

development and visualization of Digital Twin applications547

with different functionalities at different dependability levels.548

The exact dependability levels are left open to allow the549

use of the reference architecture model across industries and550

applications. The examples are supposed to give the reader an551

understanding of possible dependability levels.552

C. LIFE CYCLE DIMENSION553

The horizontal axis in Figure 2 depicts the life cycle dimen-554

sion. The term ‘‘life cycle’’ used in this article refers to555

‘‘the series of changes that a product, process, activity, etc.556

goes through during its existence’’ [44]. Digital Twin func-557

tional building blocks, connections, and dependability levels558

depend on the life cycle stage where the physical twin(s)559

of a Digital Twin reside(s). The types of life cycle stages560

depend on the application. Digital Twins of products can561

be mapped along their product life cycle. Human Digital562

Twins can be considered along a disease pathway or across563

an athlete’s routine activity zones. In logistics, a Digital Twin564

can be used along the logistics supply chain. Life cycle565

stages do not have to represent chronological time frames566

but can also represent reoccurring time frames, such as in567

the example of an athlete’s activity zones. The reference568

architecture model’s concrete life cycle stages are left open569

to allow application-specific time frames across industries.570

The mentioned examples intend to give the reader an idea of571

possible applications.572

We proposed a three-dimensional Digital Twin reference573

architecture model based on functionality, dependability, and574

life cycle aspects. This separation provides great flexibil-575

ity for applications of different complexities and industries.576

To demonstrate the model’s versatile applicability, validation577

examples are shown from six different industries.578

IV. VALIDATION CASE STUDY579

The applicability of the reference architecture model is580

demonstrated in six examples. The examples represent Digi-581

tal Twins from the fields of mechatronic products, healthcare,582

construction, transportation, astronautics, and the energy sec-583

tor. The examples only present a selection of functional ele-584

ments to facilitate the understanding of potential applications.585

A. MECHATRONIC PRODUCT 586

The first example in Figure 3 features a Digital Twin 587

setup in the field of medical mechatronic products along 588

the product lifecycle, which was developed and tested 589

at the Siemens Healthineers Innovation Think Tank. The 590

Digital Twin is visualized along the three product life 591

cycle stages ‘‘Development & Manufacturing,’’ ‘‘Opera- 592

tion,’’ and ‘‘Maintenance.’’ The dependability dimension 593

considers privacy and safety aspects and is subdivided into 594

‘‘Device level,’’ ‘‘Room/Factory level,’’ and ‘‘Cloud level.’’ 595

Functional elements are allocated across these dimensions 596

and represent two interconnected Digital Twin applications 597

described separately below. The application elements in the 598

‘‘Operation’’ stage have been developed and tested at the 599

Siemens Healthineers Innovation Think Tank. The other 600

life cycle stages elements have been added for demonstra- 601

tion purposes. The first application represents the work of 602

Mahmeen et al. [45] and can be described according to the 603

Digital Twin applications model of Newrzella et al. [4] as 604

follows. Mahmeen et al. describe a Digital Twin of a Radio- 605

graphy device’s environment using real-time device encoder 606

data and point cloud data from room depth cameras in a 607

rule-based model for enabling autonomous collision avoiding 608

movement of the device. The functional elements involved in 609

this application in Figure 3 reside in the ‘‘Operation’’ stage 610

and constitute the Radiography device as the physical entity 611

on the device level, encoders as an integration element on 612

the device level as well as room cameras as an integration 613

element on the room level of the hospital. On the room level 614

also lie a local data storage as data management and infor- 615

mation element and a room computing unit as modelling and 616

simulation element. The encoders send the device’s position 617

to the room data storage, where also the point cloud data of 618

the radiography room is received. This data storage directly 619

interacts with the Robot Operating System (ROS) on the 620

room computing unit, where point clouds are merged, obsta- 621

cles are detected and recognized, and the motion planning 622

subsystem calculates the planned path and outputs control 623

commands to the radiography device’s motors. This setup 624

enables the device to detect and identify objects in the 625

room and adapt its movement accordingly without human 626

intervention. 627

The second application is a Digital Twin predictive 628

maintenance application along the three mentioned prod- 629

uct life cycle stages. It can be described as a Digital 630

Twin of a Radiography device’s condition using endurance 631

test data, technician maintenance data, and operational 632

encoder data in a data-based model for enabling usage- 633

based maintenance. In the ‘‘Development & Manufactur- 634

ing’’ stage, data is gathered during the endurance test 635

(integration element) of a ceiling-mounted radiography 636

device in testing (physical entity). This data is stored in 637

the factory data storage (data management and informa- 638

tion element) before being uploaded to a cross-life cycle 639

stages cloud storage (data management and information ele- 640

ment). In the ‘‘Maintenance’’ stage, a technician analyzes 641
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FIGURE 3. Architecture validation example of a medical mechatronic Digital Twin along a product life cycle at the Siemens Healthineers
Innovation Think Tank.

(integration element) the Radiography device in operation642

(physical entity) and uploads the diagnosis to the cross-life643

cycle cloud storage (data management and information ele-644

ment). The technician can also access the service Graphic645

User Interface (GUI) on the cloud level (decision & user646

interfacing element) to get insights from the device’s his-647

torical data before going to the device. In the ‘‘Operation’’648

stage, the encoders (integration element) of the radiography649

device in operation (physical entity) send their data to the650

room data storage on the room level (data management and651

information element). The data is sent to the cloud level’s652

cross-life cycle stage cloud storage (data management and653

information element). The data is summarized in a histogram654

model on the cloud computing unit (modeling and simulation655

element) and visualized through Power BI for the health656

assessment by a technician on the service GUI (decision &657

user interfacing element).658

The 3D architecture model can be reduced to certain 2D659

section views to showcase certain aspects in more detail (see660

Figure 4). This reduction can be compared to 2D section661

views in a CAD file. An example is given on the predictive662

maintenance application with a section view of the ‘‘Oper-663

ation’’ life cycle stage (see Figure 5). The 2D section view664

shows the Digital Twin setup in more detail, as also described665

by Schoueri [42].666

B. HEALTHCARE667

The second example in Figure 6 illustrates a human pre-668

cision medicine Digital Twin concept across a disease669

FIGURE 4. Schematic illustrating the reduction of a 3D architecture model
to a 2D section view.

pathway (Figure 6). The life cycle stages are subdivided 670

into the ‘‘Prevention & Symptoms,’’ ‘‘Diagnosis & Ther- 671

apy,’’ and ‘‘Rehabilitation & Follow-up’’ stages, as suggested 672

by the Innovation Think Tank disease pathway framework 673

by Haider et al. [46]. The dependability levels consist of 674

‘‘Personal data,’’ ‘‘Pseudonymized data,’’ and ‘‘Anonymized 675

data.’’ The functional elements and their connections are 676

allocated across life cycle and dependability stages and repre- 677

sent an example from precision medicine. The dependability 678

levels consist of ‘‘Personal data,’’ ‘‘Pseudonymized data,’’ 679

and ‘‘Anonymized data.’’ The functional elements and their 680

connections are allocated across life cycle and dependability 681

stages and represent an example from precision medicine. 682

In the ‘‘Prevention & Symptoms’’ stage, individuals collect 683

data through personal smart devices such as smartphones 684
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FIGURE 5. 2D section view of the Digital Twin predictive maintenance application example in the ‘‘Operation’’ life cycle stage.

FIGURE 6. Architecture validation example of a human precision medicine Digital Twin along a disease pathway.

and smartwatches (integration element). The data collected685

can be, for example, lifestyle, environmental, and health686

data. This data is de-identified and marked with an artificial687

identifier before being transmitted to cloud storage, where 688

many individuals’ pseudonymized data is stored (data man- 689

agement and information element). 690
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FIGURE 7. Architecture validation example of a building Digital Twin along a building’s life cycle.

In the ‘‘Diagnosis & Therapy’’ stage, the individual is691

diagnosed and/or treated. Data is generated in the form of692

imaging, laboratory, genomics, and other diagnostic data693

(integration element) and shared with the pseudonymized694

cloud storage (data management and information element).695

During the ‘‘Rehabilitation & Follow-up’’ stage, data about696

the efficacy of treatments and rehabilitation measures are697

gathered (integration element) and associated with the indi-698

vidual’s pseudonymized data in the cloud storage (data man-699

agement and information element). The collections of all700

individuals’ data sets on the pseudonymized cloud storage are701

copied, fully de-identified, and sent to the anonymized cloud702

storage (data management and information element). Data-703

based algorithms for detecting various diseases are trained704

on the cloud computing element (modeling and simulation705

element), considering all the available data. The resulting706

disease diagnosing and broadly trained algorithms are stored707

in the anonymized cloud storage and can be requested from708

the personal device andmedical facility computing (modeling709

and simulation element) in the ‘‘Prevention & Symptoms’’710

and ‘‘Diagnosis & Therapy’’ stages, respectively. The algo-711

rithms can be fed with the individual’s data by personalizing712

the data again through the individual’s personal key. Com-713

bining broadly trained algorithms with personal data enables714

consistent and reproducible diagnostic results, which can be715

displayed to the individual and the medical professionals716

through the personal health app and the medical professional717

GUI, respectively (decision & user interfacing element). This 718

setup provides a holistic and precise understanding of an 719

individual’s condition, which enables personalized diagnosis 720

and treatment tailored to both the individual and the disease, 721

avoiding unnecessary or ineffective therapies. A patient can 722

go to a medical professional, get checked, and get a diagnosis 723

based on a worldwide repository of health conditions and 724

treatments. 725

C. CONSTRUCTION 726

Figure 7 visualizes the example of a building Digital Twin, 727

inspired by Angjeliu et al. [47]. The life cycle stages con- 728

sist of ‘‘Construction,’’ ‘‘Operation,’’ and ‘‘Maintenance & 729

Restoration.’’ The dependability levels are subdivided into the 730

building-internal, building-proximity, and cloud level. In the 731

‘‘Construction’’ stage, as-designed building information such 732

as geometry, material properties, and construction techniques 733

are created and stored in the building’s cloud storage. Con- 734

struction inspectors review the quality of the finished building 735

and document their findings in their local storage before 736

uploading their report to the building’s cloud storage. In the 737

‘‘Operation’’ stage, inbuilt sensors such as accelerometers, 738

pressure, and stress sensors provide real-time data of the 739

building’s structural integrity and send it to the building’s 740

cloud storage. In the ‘‘Maintenance & Restoration’’ stage, 741

inspectors check the building’s structural integrity directly on 742

the building-internal and building-proximity levels through 743
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FIGURE 8. Architecture validation example of a vehicle Digital Twin along different vehicle life cycle states.

laser scanners and image-based methods. The final report744

is uploaded to the building’s cloud storage. On the cloud745

level, historical and real-time data from all three life cycle746

stages are processed in various mathematical models in the747

cloud computing element to assess the building’s structural748

integrity, predict potential failures, and schedule predictive749

maintenance and restoration. The building operators can750

access these reports via the building’s maintenance GUI on751

the cloud level. This setup allows the building operators to752

get notified of potentially critical building degradations and753

proactively address them before they cause any harm.754

D. TRANSPORTATION755

An example from the transportation industry is visualized in756

Figure 8. It shows the Digital Twin functionalities of a vehicle757

as an example for a consumer product, as inspired by the758

analysis of Ried [48]. The life cycle dimension consists of759

the states ‘‘Vehicle in operation’’ and ‘‘Vehicle turned off.’’760

The dependability levels are vehicle level, OEM confidential,761

and consumer accessible. While the vehicle is in operation,762

it monitors telematic data and controls the vehicle’s functions.763

The telematic data is streamed confidentially to the OEM’s764

data storage. The OEM’s modeling and simulation element765

can model and predict vehicle performance and improve766

functionalities such as autonomous driving from simulations767

and data models from other vehicles. Once approved by768

the OEM’s decision entity, these outcomes are sent back to769

the vehicle in the form of maintenance alerts and software770

updates. A remote control can be granted to the user through771

the consumer vehicle app, which connects to the vehicle 772

functions control. The user can inquire about vehicle infor- 773

mation such as location and energy level and enable or disable 774

vehicle settings such as heating. When the vehicle is turned 775

off, the OEM does not have access to the telematic data, and 776

the user must activate the vehicle when requesting access to 777

the vehicle’s functions control. Once remotely activated, the 778

user can access the vehicle functions control again. This setup 779

allows the OEM to optimize the driver’s driving experience 780

based on individual and global vehicle data. The vehicle user 781

stays informed about and can control the vehicle remotely. 782

E. ASTRONAUTICS 783

Figure 9 showcases an example of a spacecraft Digital 784

Twin along different space flight phases, as inspired by 785

Yang et al. [49]. The life cycle dimension is made up of three 786

space flight phases, ‘‘Spacecraft on Earth,’’ ‘‘Spacecraft in 787

Earth orbit,’’ and ‘‘Spacecraft in outer space.’’ In this exam- 788

ple, the dependability dimension represents the safety aspect 789

by allocating different functionalities along the dependability 790

levels real-time, low latency, and high latency. While the 791

spacecraft is still on Earth, its position sensors and flight con- 792

trols are calibrated, and their settings are communicated to the 793

Mission Control Center (MCC) data storage. These settings 794

are considered in the mission planning being executed on the 795

MCC computing unit. Once the MCC flight controller team 796

approves, the mission plan is transmitted to the spacecraft. 797

After launch, while in high latency communication range 798

to satellites in Earth orbit, the spacecraft sends its sensed 799
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FIGURE 9. Architecture validation example of a spacecraft Digital Twin along different space flight phases.

position to nearby satellites. These satellites independently800

determine the spacecraft’s position (integration element) and801

adjust the mission plan when necessary (satellite computing802

unit and decision element). The updated mission plan is then803

communicated back to the spacecraft. When in outer space,804

the spacecraft acts autonomously with its own set of data805

storage, computing unit, and astronaut and algorithm decision806

element. Mission plan adjustments are calculated with the807

sensory and computational resources available. This setup808

allows the spacecraft always to consider the most reliable and809

available location information and plan further mission plans810

accordingly. It aims to reduce late correction maneuvers and811

increase the probability of a safe and efficient mission.812

F. ENERGY SECTOR813

An example of critical national infrastructure, the energy814

sector, a cluster of windmills during different cyber-attack815

incidence stages, is visualized in Figure 10. The life816

cycle dimension portrays different cyber-attack scenarios817

according to the Cybersecurity & Infrastructure Security818

Agency (CISA) National Cyber Incident Scoring System819

(NCISS) [50]. The dependability dimension represents secu-820

rity aspects and is divided into IEC 62443 security lev-821

els (SL) [51], where the levels include protection against822

intentional violation using simple means (SL2), sophisticated823

means (SL3), and protection against intentional attacks with824

sophisticated means (SL4). The Digital Twin architecture825

is designed to guarantee functionalities depending on the826

severity of an incidence. In case of a major incident with827

a likely to an imminent threat to the provision of national 828

infrastructure services, individual windmills must comply 829

with SL4 standards. They are designed to locally sense and 830

store their state (integration, data management, and informa- 831

tion element), model the effects of their behavior, and make 832

and act on decisions based on that (decision element). 833

In addition to this functionality, in case of a less severe 834

attackwith unlikely or potential impact on national infrastruc- 835

ture services, windmill clusters must be designed to follow 836

SL3 standards by guaranteeing inter-windmill data collec- 837

tion (data management and information element), analysis 838

of network power generation and distribution (modeling and 839

simulation element) and acting based on the decisions made 840

from this analysis (decision element). In the case of a baseline 841

(level 0) event, SL2 standards must be met to guarantee the 842

collection of windmill data in the cloud (data management 843

and information element), its analysis for predictive analytics 844

(modeling and simulation element), and visualization on the 845

power grid surveillance dashboard (user interfacing element). 846

This setup protects critical functionalities depending on the 847

level of a cyber-attack incidence, promising continuous and 848

safe operation of the windmill. This structure helps the wind- 849

mill operations staff better react to different cyber-attack 850

severities. 851

In the related work section, the shortcomings of existing 852

architectures were described. In this section, the applicability 853

of the reference architecture model was validated on exam- 854

ples from six different fields of application. The usage of 855

the model was showcased, and how different Digital Twin 856
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FIGURE 10. Architecture validation example of a national infrastructure Digital Twin during different cyber-attack incidences.

applications can be visualized with it. In the next section,857

the compatibility of the reference architecture model with858

the existing architectures is demonstrated, and the model’s859

limitations are discussed.860

V. DISCUSSION861

This article aimed to propose a Digital Twin reference archi-862

tecture model for application across industries, focusing on863

functionality, dependability, and life cycle aspects. While the864

Digital Twin concept is often described as being applicable865

to any field and across the entity’s life cycle, with vary-866

ing degrees of complexity and dependability, none of the867

researched architectures address these aspects in one single868

approach. Aheleroff et al. [31] propose a three-dimensional869

reference architecture model that combines functionality and870

dependability in one dimension. This combination reduces871

the flexibility of applications being representable by the872

architecturemodel.We separate these aspects in our reference873

architecture model and show its versatile applicability in874

validation examples from the fields of mechatronic products,875

healthcare, construction, transportation, astronautics, and the876

energy sector. Through the simultaneous consideration of877

functionality, dependability, and life cycle aspects, existing878

architectures can be described by our reference architecture879

model within these dimensions.880

Following, all three dimensions are described, how they881

relate to existing architectures, andwhat limitations they face.882

Within the functionality dimension, the physical entity is 883

mentioned by other architectures as physical product [12], 884

physical shop-floor [19], physical entity platform [20], real 885

world [23], physical twin [24], physical space [25], physical 886

layer [27], [31], observable manufacturing elements [29], and 887

asset layer [30]. Some do not consider the physical entity part 888

of the architecture [29]. Still, we see it as an essential part of 889

the Digital Twin concept where the type and whereabouts of 890

the physical entity greatly impact the rest of the Digital Twin 891

architecture. Therefore, we specifically include the physical 892

entity in the reference architecture model. 893

The integration element is referred to by other architec- 894

tures as input data [21], coupling [22], IoT stack [23], data 895

collection and edge processing [25], physical twin sensors 896

and physical twin local controllers and data acquisition [26], 897

data extraction and consolidation layer [27], adapters [28], 898

data collection and device control entity [29], and integration 899

layer [30]. Some architectures do not separate the integration 900

element from the physical entity [12], [19], [20], [27], [31] or 901

the data management and information element [24]. We see 902

data about the physical entity not necessarily coming from 903

the physical entity itself, as demonstrated in the validation 904

example of the medical mechatronic product collision avoid- 905

ance application. The data management can also be handled 906

separately from the origin of the data; hence, the integration 907

element is considered a separate element in our reference 908

architecture model. 909
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The data management and information element is consid-910

ered by other architectures as unified repository [12], data911

management platform [20], description section [21], data912

storage [22], data and systems of record [23], data update913

and aggregation [25], local data repositories and cloud-based914

information repositories [26], data ingestion and preparation915

layer [28], information layer [30], and digital layer [31]. Sev-916

eral architectures combine the data management and infor-917

mation element with the modeling and simulation element918

[27], [29], [31] or the integration element [24]. We consider919

allocating the data management and information element920

independent from other elements. This was demonstrated in921

the mechatronic product and healthcare validation examples,922

where the data management and information element was923

allocated on different dependability levels. This requires the924

element to be separate from the other elements, hence its925

distinction from other elements in our reference architecture926

model.927

The modeling and simulation element is often referred to928

as the core element of a Digital Twin. In other architectures,929

it goes by virtual product [12], virtual shop floor [19], virtual930

entity platform [20], causal network [21], simulation and931

analysis [22], simulationmodelling and analytics andAI [23],932

process models layer and data analysis layer [24], emulation933

and simulation [26], model management layer [28], and func-934

tional layer [30]. Besides the previously mentioned overlap-935

ping functionalities to the data management and information936

element, some architectures consider decision and user inter-937

facing functionalities within their modelling and simulation938

element [25], [26], [30]. We see decision and user interfacing939

functionalities applicable in different simultaneous types on940

different dependability levels, hence the independent func-941

tional element in our reference architecture model.942

Other architectures specify the decision and user inter-943

facing element as shop floor service system [19], service944

platform [20], artificial intelligence and user interface [22],945

visualization and process management [23], decision making946

layer [24], interaction layer [27], service management layer,947

twin management layer and user interaction layer [28], user948

entity [29], business layer [30], and application layer [31].949

We see the user interaction often being the decision input950

and therefore decided to merge these two aspects into one951

functional element. Nevertheless, applications with separate952

decision and user interfacing elements can be visualized with953

this article’s reference architecturemodel by instantiating two954

separate building blocks within the element, one responsible955

for decision making and one for user interaction.956

The communication element is considered by some archi-957

tectures at a specific point in the architecture [25], [26],958

[30], [31]. We see communication as an essential part of any959

Digital Twin application, which is ubiquitously distributed960

across all functional elements, as also proposed by [19],961

[22], [23], [29]. We, therefore, consider it in the reference962

architecture model in the form of communication arrows963

between the functional elements. Communication hardware964

can be attributed to the physically closest functional element.965

The presented functional elements are a common denomi- 966

nator across the researched architectures. The naming of these 967

elements was conducted to enable an intuitive understanding 968

of what these elements do. Future work can look into a more 969

detailed definition of these elements as the field of Digital 970

Twin further develops. 971

Additional elements proposed by some architectures, such 972

as security [22], [23], and governance [23], are not explicitly 973

considered within our reference architecture model but can 974

be implicitly built into an application’s architecture through 975

careful development and allocation of the other functional 976

elements. Security, for example, is a ubiquitous undertaking 977

spread across functional elements. Each element and the 978

group of elements have to consider security in its develop- 979

ment’s planning and execution phase. 980

Dependability aspects are considered in many exist- 981

ing architectures. They are often combined with func- 982

tional aspects, reducing flexibility for different applications. 983

Manufacturing-based architectures often consider machine 984

and factory level elements [35] or local and cloud elements 985

[25], [31], sometimes enriched with edge elements [26], [27]. 986

Lutze [21] divides his Digital Twin concept into different 987

types of Digital Twin handling personal, pseudonymized, and 988

anonymized data. Tesla’s Digital Twin functionalities can be 989

divided into different privacy levels. Some functionalities are 990

‘‘OEMConfidential,’’ and some are ‘‘ConsumerAccessible,’’ 991

with some data being only on the vehicle level, only in the 992

cloud, or stored on both [48]. 993

Digital Twin applications are often characterized by 994

being highly interconnected. Nevertheless, some applications 995

require high levels of autonomy, reliability, and safety, even 996

in the absence of communication opportunities, such as in 997

deep-sea or space missions [40], [52], [53]. Digital Twins 998

are part of the trend to rely less on human decision-making 999

and more on computational intelligence. This trend bears 1000

the challenge of designing dependable, reliable, safe, and 1001

secure systems [14], [26]. While some functionalities may 1002

require planning to proceed parallel to plan execution, others 1003

may not require such low latency. Functionalities can be 1004

subdivided into separate Digital Twin applications with dif- 1005

ferent capabilities. Breaking larger Digital Twin applications 1006

down into smaller Digital Twin applications with a subset 1007

of functionalities reduces complexity and is known as the 1008

concept of separation of concerns [26]. The development 1009

and visualization of Digital Twin applications with different 1010

levels of dependability and their interplay are possible with 1011

our reference architecture model. 1012

We purposely leave the definition of specific dependability 1013

levels open to enable the use of this reference architecture 1014

model for all kinds of applications. Our Digital Twin refer- 1015

ence architecturemodel can visualize all the existing architec- 1016

tures. The existing architectures with dependability aspects 1017

are showcased in Table 3. Different dependability level cate- 1018

gorizations are demonstrated in the six validation examples. 1019

The medical mechatronic product example uses the depend- 1020

ability levels: device level, room/factory level, and cloud 1021
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level. The precision medicine example applies the depend-1022

ability levels: personal, pseudonymized, and anonymized1023

data. Other levels are possible; the examples are only given to1024

showcase applicability and inspire usage for different appli-1025

cations. One limitation of this article’s reference architecture1026

model is that simultaneous clustering into different depend-1027

ability aspects such as privacy and safety is currently impossi-1028

ble. However, we propose that, if necessary, integrating such1029

aspects into a fourth dimension could be done through color-1030

coding. Future work can look into other ways of visualizing1031

different dependability aspects simultaneously.1032

The life cycle aspect of Digital Twin applications is1033

mentioned by several research works [8], [9], [15], [16]1034

but considered in a Digital Twin architecture only by1035

Aheleroff et al. [31]. Their architecture highlights Digital1036

Twin applications’ agile and iterative development process1037

along their value life cycle dimension. A Digital Twin appli-1038

cation can develop and mature over time. All development1039

stages can be represented with our reference architecture1040

model through different combinations of functional elements1041

and their levels of complexity at different positions in the1042

reference architecture model. Nevertheless, our reference1043

architecture model cannot visualize these development stages1044

simultaneously. Future work can look into integrating the1045

iteratively improving aspect of Digital Twin applications.1046

The life cycle dimension in our reference architecture1047

model refers to the life cycle of the physical entity and not of1048

theDigital Twin concept itself.With a virtual entity represent-1049

ing its physical entity, the data sources, models, and function-1050

alities can differ across the life cycle stages of a physical twin.1051

Some applications may require data from across the life cycle1052

stages, as demonstrated in the six validation examples. A sim-1053

ilar application is mentioned by Sifakis [54] as design-time1054

knowledge and run-time knowledge of autonomous systems.1055

With Parrott and Warshaw [17] advocating broad Digital1056

Twin applications over deep ones, we see the integration of1057

cross-physical twin life cycle Digital Twin aspects as essen-1058

tial for the reference architecture model.1059

Digital Twin applications with different capabilities1060

([24], [28]) can be represented by our reference architecture1061

model. A simple Digital Twin application might only consist1062

of a few data sources, a simple data model, human decision-1063

making, and no automated feedback loop. In contrast, a more1064

complex Digital Twin application combines numerous data1065

sources into complex simulation models, makes decisions on1066

its own, and sends commands back to its physical twin. Both1067

complexities of Digital Twin applications can be visualized1068

with our reference architecture model in the form of different1069

implementations of the functional elements, dependability1070

levels, and life cycle stages. Besides the elements’ location1071

and interplay, their capabilities can be described in more1072

detail and represent different complexities of Digital Twin1073

applications. For example, a modeling and simulation ele-1074

ment can simply aggregate and visualize data or use historical1075

and real-time data from several Digital Twins to predict future1076

behaviors.1077

The reference architecture model proposed in this article 1078

can be applied to Digital Twin use cases across industries 1079

and is, therefore, use case-independent. Its applicability was 1080

demonstrated with validation examples from six different 1081

industries. If some Digital Twin use cases are not yet repre- 1082

sentable with this reference architecture model, future work 1083

can adapt the reference architecture model to achieve univer- 1084

sal applicability. 1085

The versatile applicability of the proposed reference archi- 1086

tecture model allows researchers and developers to more 1087

easily design Digital Twin applications and compare them 1088

to each other. Such a flexible yet rigid architecture model 1089

serves as a foundation for critical analyses and discussions 1090

of different kinds of Digital Twin applications. We hope that 1091

this Digital Twin reference architecture model serves as or 1092

develops into a cornerstone of Digital Twin development that 1093

consolidates the field of Digital Twin as the RAMI4.0 did for 1094

the field of IoT. 1095

This Digital Twin reference architecture model serves as 1096

the next step in a series of publications aiming at facilitating 1097

the development of Digital Twin applications across indus- 1098

tries (Figure 11). Newrzella et al. [13] propose a method- 1099

ology for identifying promising Digital Twin use cases and 1100

prioritizing them based on estimated value, effort, and scal- 1101

ability. That article extends this work by proposing a struc- 1102

tured approach for developing an architecture for Digital 1103

Twin applications concerning functionality, dependability, 1104

and life cycle aspects for the prioritized Digital Twin use 1105

cases. Finally, Newrzella et al. [4] serves as a guideline for 1106

describing and categorizing Digital Twin applications across 1107

industries based on five dimensions. This guideline helps to 1108

properly communicate Digital Twin capabilities and man- 1109

age stakeholders’ expectations along the entire Digital Twin 1110

development cycle. 1111

For example, this framework can be used by innovation 1112

departments with direct access to stakeholders, such as the 1113

Siemens Healthineers Innovation Think Tank [55]. Conduct- 1114

ing a broad stakeholder needs and opportunities analysis and 1115

co-ideating potential solutions with stakeholders for identi- 1116

fying promising Digital Twin use cases is a solid founda- 1117

tion for further development of Digital Twin applications. 1118

Co-creation with product stakeholders, and therefore adding 1119

the knowledge of the physical entity and the existing infras- 1120

tructure to the analysis, results in prioritized Digital Twin use 1121

cases and product data sources. These steps enable the design 1122

of a comprehensive Digital Twin architecture considering 1123

functionality, dependability, and life cycle aspects with an 1124

increased probability of profitable and scalable Digital Twin 1125

applications. 1126

This section highlighted the need for the reference 1127

architecture model and its advantages over other three- 1128

dimensional architectures. The three dimensions were com- 1129

pared to other Digital Twin architectures, these architectures’ 1130

shortcomings were discussed, how the reference architec- 1131

ture model addresses these, and what limitations the model 1132

has. Aspects from other architectures that are not directly 1133
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FIGURE 11. Schematic of the role of this reference architecture model
within the authors’ Digital Twin framework.

considered in this article’s reference architecture model were1134

mentioned, and it was described how these could be indirectly1135

considered in this article’s model. Finally, we discussed the1136

positioning of this article within our previous work on Digital1137

Twin methodologies and highlighted the applicability within1138

an innovation department.1139

VI. CONCLUSION1140

The Digital Twin concept promises to create new business1141

opportunities, gain insights, and improve the efficiency of1142

products. Research and applications can be found across1143

industries such as Manufacturing, Aviation, Healthcare, Con-1144

struction, Oil and Gas Industry, and Transportation. Previous1145

research proposed various Digital Twin architectures appli-1146

cable to their individual domain, not separating functional,1147

dependability, and life cycle aspects of Digital Twin appli-1148

cations. We addressed this research gap by proposing the1149

cross-industry Innovation Think Tank Digital Twin refer-1150

ence architecture model focusing on functional, dependabil-1151

ity, and life cycle aspects. Its applicability was showcased1152

in six examples from the fields of mechatronic products,1153

healthcare, construction, transportation, astronautics, and the1154

energy sector.1155

The reference architecture model was discussed and com- 1156

pared with previous research. The importance of separating 1157

the functional and dependability dimension was highlighted, 1158

and the necessity for the life cycle dimension was described. 1159

The compatibility of the reference architecture model with 1160

existing architectures was showcased, and its advantages and 1161

limitations were presented. 1162

The reference architecture model allows practitioners to 1163

more easily plan, develop, and implement Digital Twin 1164

applications, independent of the field, the use case, or the 1165

complexity of the application. By applying our model, the 1166

practitioner is guided through three dimensions of Digital 1167

Twin architecture development, functional elements, depend- 1168

ability levels, and life cycle stages. Considering all three 1169

dimensions, the outcome will be a detailed description of 1170

a Digital Twin application architecture. The model cre- 1171

ates a common platform for practitioners to discuss Digital 1172

Twin applications, their architectures, capabilities, and fur- 1173

ther improvement potentials. 1174

The model purposely leaves distinct dependability levels 1175

and life cycle stages open to allow flexibility for various use 1176

cases, but it hinders the comparability of different Digital 1177

Twin applications. The dependability dimension considers 1178

aspects such as safety, security, and privacy. Simultaneous 1179

visualization of different dependability aspects with this arti- 1180

cle’s reference architecture model remains an open task and 1181

can be addressed in future work. 1182

We see the development of a suitable visualization tool for 1183

Digital Twin architectures based on the reference architecture 1184

model as a promising next step in consolidating the Digital 1185

Twin concept across industries. 1186
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